ELECTRIC RETRACTABLE TRUCK BED COVER

BL-1120 MANUAL SWITCH INSTRUCTIONS

For ease of installation it is recommended that this component be installed at the same time as the
Bedlocker cover.
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STEP 1: ROUTE THE WIRE HARNESS
Route the end of the wire harness without the plug through the stake pocket to the underside of the box. (If installing
with the tonneau cover you can tape the two wire harnesses together to make it easier to route them through the
stake pocket.) Leave 1.5 to 2 feet of harness in the truck bed. (If your cover is already installed you can plug into
the 2 wire connector extending from the electronics box and remove as much slack as you desire.) String harness
along frame and into the engine compartment. Use the wire ties provided to fasten securely and remove any slack.
Route the end of the wire harness through the firewall into the cab of the truck.

STEP 2: MOUNT THE SWITCH BRACKET
Strip the wire ends and attach 1 each female spade connector to each wire end. Choose a sutiable location to
mount the switch brackt. Drill two 1/8” holes and ust the 2 screws provided to fasten the bracket tightly into place.
Place the switch int the bracket opening.

STEP 3: ATTACH THE WIRES
Attach the black ground wire to the center post of the switch and the other end to a sutable ground location. (Use
an existing screw if possible.) Place the 2 each connectors from the wire haness onto the upper and lower switch
posts. (The direction of operation of your cover can be altered by swapping the position of the upper and lower
wires on the switch posts.)
Bundle any slack wiring and securely attach under the das so that it can’t hang down or interfere with operation
of the vehicle. Your unit should operat at this time.

If you have any questions please call us!

(800) 338-3697
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